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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Lockheed Martin Corporation is a security and aerospace company. The          
Company operates through four segments. Aeronautics segment is        
engaged in the research, design, development, manufacture, integration,        
sustainment, support and upgrade of military aircraft, including combat         
and air mobility aircraft, unmanned air vehicles and related technologies.          
Missiles and Fire Control segment provides air and missile defense systems; fire control systems;              
manned and unmanned ground vehicles, and energy management solutions. Rotary and Mission            
Systems segment provides design, manufacture, service and support for a range of military and              
civil helicopters; mission systems and sensors for rotary and fixed-wing aircraft; simulation and             
training services, and unmanned systems and technologies, among others. Space Systems           
segment is engaged in the research and development, design, engineering and production of             
satellites, strategic and defensive missile systems and space transportation systems. 

COMPANY HIGHLIGHTS 
InSight is expecting the 2021 earnings to north of $26 and over $28.50 in ‘22. 2020 proved how                  
economically resilient is as a company, it posted Q4 sales revenue +7% in an industrial space that                 
saw +5% contraction in the face of COVID. The Space division saw a major step forward +18% and                  
has been, and we expect to be, a major source of growth for the company. The commercial and government partnership                    
in United Launch Alliance we expect to be a major player in commercial space flight, and a seemingly endless supply of                     
government based revenue for LMT.  
● Q4 operating income grew 7% Y/Y,  
● A minor tick down in operating margin from 13.4% to 13.5% is likely transitive, and the COVID recovery will likely                    

see a further margin expansion.  
● We think earnings per share has the capacity to expand by 8% or more in 2021 and 2022. 2018 and 2019 efforts                      

to improve on the margin are bearing fruit in the pandemic, and will likely continue to improve in the quarters to                     
come. 

● Aerojet Rocketdyne is on track for acquisition in 2021 for $4.4B. Aerojet Rocketdyne supplies propulsion systems                
for many of LMT aerospace products. We think the price tag for the acquisition is high, but think the effort will                     
continue to support LMT’s margin expansion efforts. 

● Lockheed’s 2020 revenue numbers is further proof that both the defense contractors and LMT in particular have a                  
great immunity to broader economic conditions. In a space that saw major production constraints and demand                
contraction as capex budgets were cut, LMT saw revenue growth and only slight margin impairment. 

● We think free cash flow supports further dividend increases in the next two years despite out pacing its peers                   
already.  
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SECTOR OVERVIEW 
Lochheed Martins is in the industrials sector and part of the Aerospace and Defense subgroup. The sector is a diverse                    
group that the COVID pandemic has proved does not row in unison. While much of the heavy equipment production                   
demand and capacity was constrained, shipping and aerospace demand is on the grow. Lockheed's participation in the                 
greater index is less than 4% of the space and ownership represents an outsized bet on the company. Additionally, LMT                    
provides a more pure play into the defense contractors space and a divergence from other heavy equipment like planes,                   
trains and trucks.  
 
IMPACT INSIGHT (ESG)  

+A Rating (Climate Change Mitigator, Low Profile, Advocate) 
Environmentally - Lockheed Martin has developed the ESH Management System, a systematic approach for identifying               
and mitigating environmental risks for the company. This group is a sign of the potential that LMT has to move into the                      
“change agent” category for climate change awareness and environmental impact mitigation. Lockheed is a leader in                
innovation for carbon and energy usage, and has several HVAC, water usage, and lighting platforms that aid in LMT and                    
other companies efforts to reduce and mitigate their carbon and environmental exposure. LMT is a part of the IAEG and a                     
leader in supply chain and technological  green initiatives. 

Socially - As a defense contractor there is always a looming risk of their products usage in combat. The negative                    
consequence of their reputation or involvement in international conflicts is not baked into the current price. Though, we                  
feel their exposure is largely transitive and, while likely, negative reputation risk is unlikely to impair revenues. The supply                   
and distribution chains are monitored and approved by both DOD and DOJ and we are confident that the risks are well                     
documented. 

Governance - Accounting and documentation at LMT is as transparent as allowed by the DOD. Their production in the                   
commercial space leaves little to the imagination and are very well reported following all GAAP protocol. LMT has taken                   
several measures to define and document its accounting. The greatest risk for compliance and governance may come                 
from the Space group where risks for both insurable and uninsurable assets may raise more questions and will be a                    
growing discussion as commercial space flight grows.  
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